
EXAMPLE ONLY: 
I. Complete Lesson Plans  

Example only 

A. Lesson # 1 

B. Lesson Title:  Who is Jesus? 

C. Lesson Scripture : John 1:1-18 

 

D. Purpose Statement  

(One sentence declaring your intention for the session and demonstrating what 

you hope to accomplish. The purpose statement is similar to a thesis statement - it 

should be focused and concise.) Ex. To explore who Jesus is and some of the 

more common ideas about the identity of Jesus held in our contextual life. 

 

E. Objectives  

(Very short list of 2 or 3 ways in which you plan to accomplish your purpose and 

direct an intentional outcome.) 

Ex. The students will list characteristics of Jesus. 

            

F. Teaching Aids  

(A list of materials, aids, and/or resources that will be utilized in the session.) 

Ex. Bible and translation, Computer, Screen, TV, whiteboard, poetry, Art, etc.  

 

G. Introduction  

(Articulate how the session will begin. Consider your transition into the Learning 

Activity.) 

Ex. Welcome everyone; Open with prayer  

 Today we explore together the Characteristics of Jesus and how we experience 

Him today. 

Share a story or the lesson text. 

 

H. Learning Activities 
(Provide specific and detailed instructions on how you will teach the lesson content. It 

should be specific enough for a substitute teacher to pick up teach, so that your BOM 

Bible Study Readers can evaluate your content and teaching ability). Describe how you 

will use your aforementioned teaching aids. The Learning Activity(s) is the heart of your 

Bible Study session. Use a variety of teaching techniques to connect with the various 

learning styles of your students. 

EX.  Divide the group into 2 and read John 1:1-18.  Answer the Question: What does 

this say about God?  Or offer a Question and Answer about John 1:1-18.  Or show a 

video where someone is reading the passage and then ask questions about it.  These are 

just examples. 

 



I. Closing  

(Articulate how the session will end.) 

Wrap up the lesson with an overview of what you learned.  You can ask them what 

is one thing they can take away from this lesson.  You can give an assignment for the 

next week. 

Close with prayer, music, journaling, etc.   

 


